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Product Overview
combination of artificial intelligence and sanitary epidemic prevention measures based on 

micro:bit. In response to the new outbreak of new pneumonia in the world, many people 

who are infected do not have personal precautions and lack knowledge about health and 

epidemic prevention. The Health Care Educational AI Kit combines the KOI (artificial 

intelligence module) developed by Miaojia in the kittenblock The powerful functions 

realized perfectly display and simulate the actions against the new coronavirus in our daily 

life, so that everyone can learn the knowledge of artificial intelligence while learning the 

epidemic prevention knowledge. Finally, cooperate with hands-on stitching modeling to 

simulate real scenes and enhance the impression of practical operation.

Top Cover:   259 x 177 x 84 mm
Weight:        0.97kg



Contents

Micro:bit & Silicone 

Case

Armourbit

(extension board)
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18650 lithium 

battery

Non-contact 

Infrared 

Sensor

KOI Artificial 

Intelligence Module
RGB module

Water pump&water 

tank(LEGO 

compatible)

Geekservo 2KG gray 

servo x 2

Geekservo 2KG red 

motor x 2

3/4PIN PH2.0 

connection cable
1 meter MicroUSB

30 cm USB(for 

power supply)

Building Bricks Manual
Building instructure

& program files

Black Tape SD card (256M)



Product Parameter

 Armourbit can give the micro:bit board full protection, and is more 

suitable for the classroom environment.

 Armourbit is an extension accessory of micro:bit and the main control 

box of the PowerBrick system. It connects micro:bit with various 

PowerBrick modules.

 More interfaces and functions, port *7(4Pin anti reverse terminal port); 

I2C *1; buzzer *1;two-way motor drive; eight-way steering gear drive.

Voltage 3.3V (without 5V on board)

Overall dimension 61mm X 61mm X 23mm

Interface PH2.0 4PIN terminal, the pins follow the GBAV standard

DC motor interface
Voltage does not exceed 5V, current is less than 1A, suitable for 

yellow TT motor or Geekservo motor

Servo interface
Voltage 3.7 ~ 6V, single current <100MA, total current < 1A, 

suitable for 9g servo or Geekservo servo

Armourbit



Product Parameter

 AI and IoT to realize true offline AIoT functions. 

 Comprehensive onboard resources, can realize all-round AI functions 

including viewing, listening and speaking. 

 The combination of graphical programming and code programming 

is suitable for both novices and makers.

 The machine model can be trained independently, and the model can 

be imported from the memory card.

KOI AI Module

Processor K210

Display 240x240 IPS

Camera 640x480 RGB

Audio Input / Output Mono 48k sampling rate output, 8k sampling rate microphone input

SD card slot TF card can be inserted to store AI models and audio and video resources

Wireless communication WIFI is based on ESP8285

Data output method UART / WIFI /USB

Image transmission channel USB / Wifi

Programable button 2



Product Parameter

 Rapid measurement of human body temperature by non-contact

 Compatible with LEGO construction, making temperature measuring device

KOI AI Module

Support voltage 3V-5V

Overall dimension 56mm X 24mm X 16mm

Interface PH2.0 4PIN terminal, the pins follow the GBAV standard

In gesture recognition mode
Up, down, left, and left, and the return values are 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. When no 

gesture is detected, the return value is 0.

In short-distance mode
The maximum detection distance is about 3cm, the return value is 0-255, the closer the 

value is, the larger the value is.

Brightness detection value range 0-255



Product Parameter

 The Color Matrix module Can individually control the color of any 

point or the color of the entire screen.

 Support serial connection between dot-matrix screens, seamlessly 

forming 16x16 or 8x32 dot-matrix screens.

 Provide visual dot-matrix screen graphics editor, you can directly 

draw or import pictures on the editor.

KOI AI Module

Support voltage 3V-5V

Overall dimension 56mm X 56mm X 16mm

Interface PH2.0 4PIN terminal, the pins follow the GBAV standard

Pixel 8x8 full color (based on ws2818)



Product Parameter

 A DC motor compatible with LEGO construction

 The output shaft is a standard Lego cross shaft.

 It is mainly used as for motion joint control.

WiFi (ESP8266)

Working voltage 3.3V ~ 6V

Rated voltage 4.8V

Rated current 200mA

Stall current 700mA

Slip current 450mA 

Maximum torque 1.6 ± 0.2 KG-cm (4.8V)

Maximum rotation speed 45rpm (3V supply only)

Net weight 20g



Product Parameter

 A Servo compatible with LEGO construction

 The output shaft is a standard Lego cross shaft.

 It is mainly used as for motion joint control.

WiFi (ESP8266)

Working voltage 3.3V ~ 6V

Rated voltage 4.8V

Rated current 70mA

Stall current 900mA

Slip current 700mA 

Maximum torque 1.6 ± 0.2 KG-cm (4.8V)

Angle rotation speed 60 ° / 0.14s

Net weight 20g

Interface brown to negative, red to positive, yellow to data pin (control pin)



Product Parameter

 Used for powering Armourbit and powering micro: bit with motors, 

servos and various modules.

 Supports DC 5V charging and has a short circuit overcurrent 

protection circuit.

 DC 5V output of standard USB interface can be provided to power 

other main control boards (such as rosbot, arduino uno)

 The internal battery is detachable and is compatible with standard 

18650 li-on battery.

Li-ion battery case

Output voltage
DC 3.7V (3PIN Armourbit power port) ;DC 5V (standard USB 

interface)

Output current: Max. 1A

Overall dimension 88mm X 40mm X 32mm

Output interface
:PH2.0 3PIN terminal (Armourbit dedicated power supply port)；

standard USB output port

Charging interface Micrusb, charging current up to 1A

Lion Battery protection
Built-in charge and discharge management chip；over-current 

protection chip



Product Parameter

 Water-related modules, whose main functions are pumping and 

storage.

 Applicable to the realization of intelligent watering.

 There are LEGO standard connectors on the bottom and top of the 

water tank, so you can use more LEGO bricks.

Water Pump & Tank

Operating Voltage 3.3~6V

Overall dimension 86.5mm X 86.5mm X 98mm

Rated current 120mA(3.3V)

Maximum pump 0.35M

Maximum flow 80L/H

Net weight 140g

Hose length 60cm



Design Documents
Applications

According to the feature 

recognition function in A-machine 

learning, train 3 gesture models of 

rock-scissors, and compare with 

the box-guessing box. It will be 

able to recognize what you have 

and compare winning and losing, 

and record the data.

Face / object and visual tracking 

function, the  car will make 

appropriate processing  

according to the  road 

conditions under  unmanned 

control, and deliver the items on 

the  car to the hands of the 

designated person.

Face tracking, recognition, 

detection of  whether the 

person who needs to enter the  

door wears a mask.

Voice control elevator
Non-contact 

distribution car

Mask wearing 

detection gate
1 2 3



Design Documents
Applications

Machine learning, voice broadcast, 

face  tracking function, at the gate, 

the commander  can automatically 

command and guide the  mask, 

and see that there are no masks in 

the  mask.

Object tracking and 

identification, automatically 

identify items placed within the  

scope of the disinfection lamp, 

and simulate  UV disinfection by 

the RGB lamp on the top.

Face recognition, by 

recognizing the face of  the 

visitor to determine whether 

you need to  press the doorbell 

to remind the owner.

Commander
Mask 

disinfection lamp Non-contact doorbell
4 5 6



Design Documents
Applications

Machine learning function to 

control the  amount of hand 

sanitizer pumped out by  

recognizing gestures.

Temperature measurement  

magic block to  detect whether 

the human body temperature is  

above the specified 

temperature.

The combination of face 

tracking and  temperature 

measuring magic block to 

detect  the body temperature 

of passing people at a  fixed 

point.

AI liquid soap box
Temperature 

measuring gun

Temperature 

measuring Pan-Tilt
7 8 9



Design Documents
Example—Commander
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Design Documents
Example—Commander

S1

S2 M1

Port2



Design Documents
Tips

Power

 Turn on the power

 If the power indicator is not on, 

press the activate power button

firmware: 

https://github.com/KittenBot/pxt-koi

Make sure the firmware of koi is up to date

 Go to download the latest firmware and flash tool

tool: 

https://dl.sipeed.com/MAIX/tools/kflas

h_gui/kflash_gui_v1.6.5



Design Documents
Example—Commander

 Go to Programming platform：https://makecode.microbit.org

 Search github:Kittenbot/pxt-powerbirck and github:Kittenbot/pxt-koi

to load powerbrick and koi extension

1

2

3



Design Documents
Example—Commander

 Pair with the microbit, then you can download the program 

directly to the microbit via the Micro USB cable

2

1



Design Documents
Example—Commander

 Initialize device  Use the micro:bit's button A 

and B to add labels with 

masked and without masked 



Design Documents
Example—Commander

 Initialize device 1. When the button B on KOI is pressed, an 

empty background label will be added. Finally, 

Press the button A to start the identification 

main program.

BtnA

Reset

BtnB



Design Documents
Example—Commander

2. When no mask is detected, the commander will shake left and right. 

When the mask is detected, the commander will wave his arm to indicate passing



Design Documents
Example—Commander

3. Detect once every 2s, and execute corresponding actions according to the 

detection situation



Design Documents

Detail of other applications can be found 

on the website : www.kittenbot.cc


